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Abstract
The study was conducted to document the design, fabrication and operation of fishing gears used along the coastal areas of Dinapigue, Palanan, Divilacan and Maconaco, Isabela, Philippines. There were thirty-three (33) different fishing gears identified and documented along the four studied stations. The fishing gears documented include; eighteen (18) lines, eight (8) nets, five (5) hand instruments, two (2) barriers and traps, one (1) aggregating device and one (1) accessory fishing device. Hook and line, multiple hooks and line and troll line are the most commonly used fishing gears by the fisher folks along the four study area. The most expensive fishing lines were *kitang* (set bottom long line) and the cheapest fishing gears were the *bakulkol* (hook and line) in terms of fabrication. Fisherfolks from the coastal towns of Dinapigue and Palanan uses *payaw* (fish aggregating device) to increase catch of tuna using multiple hooks and line.
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1. Introduction
Marine fishery is an important source of protein, livelihood and export earnings for the Philippines. In 2010, total marine catch was estimated to 2.4 million tons which accounted for about 48% of the total fisheries production [2]. Due to limitations in fish resources, competition between fishing gear has increased frequently. To be able to compete with others, fishermen have improved in terms of technology and their fishing methods. However, fisherman responses to external factors are limited by internal factors, such as capital and fishing equipment. The fishermen utilize the external factors, especially climate and catches to adapt their behavior. Hence, fishermen’s understanding of the environmental conditions (weather, waves and currents) and fishing locations, as well as skills in the operation of fishing gear and fishing tools will determine the success of fishing activities [10].

Fishing gear can be described as any kind of equipment used in harvesting, cropping, or capturing fish from any water body [9], while fishing method is how the gear is used. A fishing gear is the tool with which aquatic resources are captured, whereas the fishing method is how the gear is used. Gear also includes harvesting organisms when no particular gear (tool) is involved. Furthermore, the same fishing gear can be used in different ways. A common way to classify fishing gears and methods is based on the principles of how the fish or other prey is captured and, to a lesser extent, on the gear construction [8]. There are many different types of fishing gear. Some gears have been adapted to certain species on the basis of the species special characteristics such as their behavior, their feeding and spawning migration patterns. Changes in fishery activities throughout the year are due to biological and climatic conditions. Active fishing methods have been employed ever since the Stone Age and have developed over the ages to give us the wide variety of fishing gear we have today [8].

Competition and technological advances slowly brought about improvements in fishing gear and new methods of capture appropriate to the target species sought were evolved by trial and error down through the centuries. Today there is a wide range of towed fishing gear for catching fish on the seabed, just off the bottom and in mid-water suitable for all sizes of vessel working singly or in pairs [7]. It is important to identify gear used in this area as a prelude to determining those that can be studied; redesigned if need be and improved upon. Besides, it is also important when planning a fishery and taking management decisions.
The present study was conducted to identify and document the fishing gears used along the coastal municipalities of Isabela, Philippines.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Description of the study area

The study was conducted along the four coastal Municipalities of Isabela, (coordinates: 17° 23' 39" N latitude, 122° 40’ 18” longitude) (Fig. 1). The coastal municipalities of Isabela are mainly mountainous, dominated by rivers and sea. The only way to go there is through airplane, motor boat, and by walking.
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2.2 Research design and duration

On the gathering of data, the researcher used semi structured questionnaire and interview among fishermen in four stations in order to document each fishing gear according to its design, fabrication and operation and also the local name of each fishing gear. The study was conducted from April to November 2015.

2.3 Respondent

The respondents came from the four coastal municipalities of Isabela namely: Dinapigue, Divilacan, Maconacon and Palanan. Ten (10) fisherfolks were interviewed in each municipality.

2.4 Fishing gear

The local name (Paranan and Iloko) of each identified fishing gear were documented. Fisherfolks were interviewed on the utilization and catch composition of the fishing gears.

2.5 Sketch and design

Sketch of each identified fishing gear was prepared based from the actual gear and description made by the fisherfolks interviewed.

2.6 Methods of fabrication

Each fisherfolk was interviewed on the method of fabrication of each identified fishing gear. The materials used, mode of fabrication and cost estimate per fishing gear were also asked during the interview.

2.7 Method of operation

The researcher asked each fisherfolk to describe the method of operation of each fishing gear. The fisherfolk was also asked to demonstrate the proper use of some fishing gears.

2.8 Catch composition

The catch composition per identified fishing gear was determined by interviewing each fisherfolk on the fish species caught per fishing gear. The local names (Paranan and Iloko) of the fishes caught by fishing gears were also documented.

3. Results

3.1 Fishing gear Classification

The result showed that there are thirty-three (33) different municipal fishing gears being used by fisher folks along the coastal municipalities of Isabela. It consists of twenty-four (24) active and eleven (12) passive fishing gears. There are two(2) barriers and traps, five(5) hand instruments, eight (8) nets and eighteen (18) lines fishing gear is presented in Table 1.

Fishing gears belong to the category of “lines” are the most predominant category of fishing gears used along the coastal municipalities of Isabela, Philippines. Fishing gears used this category includes hook and lines, Multiple handlines, multiple hook and line, set bottom longlines, troll lines, squid jigger, jigger, octopus fishing lure and alpaca.

Fishing gears belonging to the category of “nets” followed after lines, generally under this category includes gill net, cast net, seine net, beach seine and set bottom large mesh net. Hand instrument category of fishing gears makes third and under this category are spear gun, harpoon, hand spear, scoop net and push net. On the other hand, only few fisherfolk from the four coastal municipalities used fishing gears under the category “barriers and traps” which include crab lift net and fish pot (Fig 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category and Local name</th>
<th>English name</th>
<th>Dinapigue</th>
<th>Palanan</th>
<th>Divilacan</th>
<th>Maconacon</th>
<th>Types of gear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barriers and Traps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bintol</td>
<td>Crab lift net</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubo</td>
<td>Fish pot</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Instrument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panu</td>
<td>Spear gun</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battek</td>
<td>Hand spear</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarung</td>
<td>Scoop net</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayut</td>
<td>Push net</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarapang</td>
<td>Harpoon</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigay</td>
<td>Gill net</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔ p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Barriers and traps, hand Instrument, nets and lines identified and documented in the four coastal municipality of Isabela, Philippines.
With regards to the classification based on the movement of fishing gears, active gears are the most predominant among the four coastal municipalities of Isabela. Active gears used by the fisherfolk in those municipalities includes spear gun, harpoon, hand spear, scoop net, push net, cast net, seine net, beach seine, pasayad, rapala, tapon-tapon, paulad (hook and line), saliwsiw, saliwsiw tuna (multiple hook and line), hilada (troll line), light-light (squid jigger), aya-aya (jigger), pampogita (octopus luring device), and alpaca. Passive gears includes bintol (crab lift net), bubo (fish pot), sigay (gill net), pangulong (encircling gill net), panting kalabaw (set bottom large mesh net), bakulkul (hook and line), kanaway (multiple hand line) and kitang (set bottom long line) (Fig 3).
4. Discussion
The study showed that a variety of fishing gears are being operated throughout the year along the four coastal areas of Isabela, Philippines for municipal fishing. A total number of thirty-three (33) fishing gears used were documented and identified in the study area. The fishing gears were first categorized into textile and non-textile fishing gears and classified further as hand instruments, barriers and traps, fishing nets and lines. The most predominant fishing gears used belongs to the category of lines, which is composed of eighteen types includes: pasyawad, rapala, tapon-tapon, parubaw, bakulkol, paulad (hook and line), saliswisiw, saliswisiw tuna, kanaway (multiple hand line), ug-ug, bira-bira, kasikas, (multiple hook and line), kitang (set bottom long line), hilada (troll line), light-light (squid jigger), aya-aya (jigger), pampogita (octopus luring device) and alpaca. Fisherfolk from Palanan used saliswisiw to catch tuna through the use of motorized boat.

Among the eighteen types of fishing lines, hook and lines is the most commonly used, and cheapest in terms of cost. Hook and lines is the most common fishing gear for both municipal and commercial sectors, it rank sixth (6th) by producing 24,270 or 2.72 % in commercial Fisheries Production in 1995. In the municipal sector, hook and lines is the second most productive gear producing 187,502 MT or 28.87 % of the sectors catch in 1995. It uses a banca less than 3 GT which are either motorized or non-motorized. In addition, hook and line has many variations in terms of design, construction and techniques of operation [3]. This study revealed that line is the most predominant category of fishing gears used along the study area. Fishing gears belonging to the category of lines are the simplest gear employed for fishing which is composed of lines, hook and baits [5]. The main reason for its predominance is the ease of fabrication and operation, and the lowest in terms of cost of fabrication. Lines can be also operated at different depths of the water and it can be used either at summer or rainy season.

Nets are the second most predominant category of fishing gears in our study. There are eight (8) types of fishing nets identified, namely: gill net, set bottom gill net, encircling gill net, cast net, seine net, beach seine and set bottom large mesh net. Fisherfolk of Palanan only used beach seine because the fishing ground is characterized by sandy bottom of the sea shore line. Among fishing nets, gill net is the most commonly used type of net along the four coastal municipalities of Isabela, because of its widely used for operation to catch different types of fishes like mullet, sardines and other school of fishes near the seashore through entangled. In related study, gill net is the most productive municipal fishing gear contributing 258, 021 MT or 32.9 % of the municipal fishing gears. It is also characterized in simplicity in its designed, construction, and operation and low investment cost preferred for small-scale fisherman. The design usually conforms to the behavior and type of the target species including habitat and swimming layers [4].

There were five (5) hand instrument identified along the study area which includes: spear gun, hand spear, scoop net, push net and harpoon. Among these fishing gears, hand spear is the cheapest type of gear in terms of cost of fabrication. The most commonly used hand instrument along the four coastal municipalities is spear gun because of its capability to catch fast moving fishes through diving. In related study, there are many miscellaneous types of gear used by fisherman. Although their existence is unrecorded, most of them were considered accessories or secondary part of the major fishing gear for catching for particular species. It covers a variety of gear with mixed method and technique of operation by the used of hands [5].

Two types of barriers and traps were identified and documented along the study area were namely bintol (crab lift net) and bubo (fish pot). These types of gears are being used along the four coastal municipalities, except for the “bubo”. Fisherfolk from Dinapigue are not using bubo in their fishing operation because their fishing ground is the open sea where strong water current prevails, and this strong water current may destroy fish pot. Trap fishing is one of the stationary fishing gears with many variations in structural form, material used, and operation techniques and targets species. Trap fishing is classified into four (4) types in the municipal fishing sector. They contributed 7.17 % of the municipal fishery production in 1995 [3].

Catch composition of fishing gears varies according to season. The most predominant family of fish documented along the coastal areas of Palanan, Isabela belongs to the following families: Acanthuridae, Carangidae, Scianidae, Mugilidae and Serranidae [1]. In the present study, the most predominant fishes includes tuna, mackerel caranx, scads, and surgeon fish. This groups of fishes were identified and documented along the four coastal municipalities of Isabela Philippines. Pelagic fishing for tuna and other smaller pelagics and invertebrates is done by purse seine, ring net, bag net, hook and line, push net, gill net trot line, drift filter net, android haul seine. Demersal fishing is done by primarily by trawl, Danish seine, beach seine, and drive-in-net. The utilization of these fishing gears vary from region to region, and their operation is affected by the prevailing monsoon and fishing season. In coastal waters, many kinds of fishing gear and methods are used by the fisherman making the fishing effort very high and contributing to over fishing [5].

5. Conclusion
There are thirty-three (33) different municipal fishing gears are used by fisher folk along the coastal municipalities of Isabela. It consists of twenty-four (24) active and eleven (12) passive fishing gears. There are eighteen (18) lines fishing gear, eight (8) nets, five (5) hand instruments, two (2) barriers and traps, one (1) accessory fishing device and one (1) fish aggregating device. Fisherfolk from Dinapigue and Palanan are using payaw to increase tuna catch through vertical long line fishing. Utilization of fishing gear depend on the target species behavior and characteristics, including the season, the fishing area and weather condition that affects the fishing operation. The most expensive fishing gear used identified and documented is beach seine that need more labored person to operate.

The most common and cheapest fishing gear used are in the category of line and barrier and traps gears is hook and line (bakulkol) and harpoon (tarapang), that composed of hook and nylon.
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